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1. What are the main ideas supported by the selection?  
 

a. Electric cars are cheaper to buy than gasoline-powered cars, and they can only go for 

100 miles before recharging.  

b. Nissan will sell more gasoline-powered cars, and other car companies will stop making 

battery-powered cars in the future. 

c. Electric cars have some limitations, and the U.S. government sees electric cars as a 

solution to the oil supply problem.  

d. Tony Posawatz estimates that the price of oil will go up in the future due to population 

increases, and fewer vehicles will be on the road.  

 

2. According to the selection, why does the author include information about the world’s 

population today as compared to 2050?  
 

a. to tell how popular the electric car will be in the future  

b. to show that the increase in population does not matter  

c. to explain that the population is not going to change  

d. to describe the importance of reducing the demand for gas  

 

3. What is the reason for the section titled “Charge It” in the selection?  
 

a. to tell how much gasoline cars use  

b. to explain challenges faced by electric cars  

c. to state how cheap it can be to charge an electric car  

d. to give a clear picture of what an electric car looks like  

 

4. Based on the selection, why did the U.S. government give “billions of dollars to makers of 

electric cars” for development?  
 

a. The use of gas-powered cars does not save the U.S. money like electric cars do.  

b. The use of gas-powered cars is causing pollution to remain in our atmosphere.  

c. The world’s population is declining, so gas-powered cars may not be needed in the 

future.  

d. The world’s population is growing faster than the supply of available oil. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



7th Grade EOG Carnival Lesson #3  

Song 
by Amy Lowell 

Oh! To be a flower 

Nodding in the sun, 

Bending, then upspringing 

As the breezes run; 

5 Holding up 

A scent-brimmed cup, 

Full of summer’s fragrance to the summer sun. 
 

Oh! To be a butterfly 

Still, upon a flower, 

10 Winking with its painted wings, 

Happy in the hour. 

Blossoms hold 

Mines of gold 

Deep within the farthest heart of each chaliced* flower. 
 

15 Oh! To be a cloud 

Blowing through the blue, 

Shadowing the mountains, 

Rushing loudly through 

Valleys deep 

20 Where torrents keep 

Always their plunging thunder and their misty arch of blue. 
 

Oh! To be a wave 

Splintering on the sand, 

Drawing back, but leaving 

25 Lingeringly the land. 

Rainbow light 

Flashes bright 

Telling tales of coral caves half hid in yellow sand. 
 

Soon they die, the flowers; 

30 Insects live a day; 

Clouds dissolve in showers; 
 

Only waves at play 

Last forever. 

Shall endeavor 

35 Make a sea of purpose mightier than we dream today? 

 

*chaliced: cupped 

 



5.  Which lines help explain the main idea of the poem? 

a. “Bending, then upspringing / As the breezes run;” 

b. “Drawing back, but leaving / Lingeringly the land.” 

c. “Rainbow light / Flashes bright” 

d. “Only waves at play / Last forever.” 

 

6. Which describes the speaker’s point of view about being a butterfly? 

a. She would feel useless. 

b. She would feel nervous. 

c. She would feel important. 

d. She would feel carefree. 

 

7.  In the second stanza, what does the speaker call “Mines of gold”? 

a. nectar from the flowers 

b. colors of the flowers 

c. height of the flowers 

d. smell of the flowers 

 

8.  In the fourth stanza, what do the waves reveal hidden in the sand? 

a. stories of rainbows in the sky 

b. tales of coral caves 

c. flashes of bright light 

d. drawings of a butterfly 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



7th Grade EOG Carnival Lesson #4 

Trade Rats 

by Ethel Twycross Foster 

The little clock struck twelve; all were sleeping soundly, the tent flap was rolled away, 

and a streak of moonlight stretched half across the floor. 

 

Mary and her mother lay on a bunk, and beyond the partition one could hear the even 

breathing of father and cousin Jack. All else was still save the occasional cry of a night 

hawk or the far distant call of a coyote. 
 

 
Slowly, cautiously, stealthily into this silence crept a tiny object. Its sharp black eyes 

flashed fire in the moonlight, and in its small mouth it carefully carried a cactus burr. 

 

“Pst! Mary, did you hear something?” It was cousin Jack’s hoarse whisper that broke the 

silence and awakened Mary from a beautiful dream, and her eyes popped open wide. 

She snuggled closer to Mother and stared into the moonlight. All she could hear was a 

funny little scratching sound unlike any she had ever heard around camp, and she knew 

not what it meant. None of her little animal friends made a noise like that. 

 

Jack was out of bed, had lighted a candle and, in his pajamas, was searching under 

bunks, tables, and chairs for the thing that had caused the noise. Mary sat up in bed in 

time to hear a swift, rustling sound and see a small object dart out of the tent door. Jack 

knew it would do no good to search outside, so he tumbled back into bed and once more 

all was still. 
 

 
The next morning at breakfast all were wondering who the strange visitor could have 

been, but soon the incident was forgotten. Toward noon, Mary went to a vacant bunk 

where she kept her clothes and picked up her new doll. She removed its dress and 

looked about for a little red wool gown, of which she was very fond, for the day was 

chilly and it looked like rain. But the gown was gone; high and low she looked, but find it 

she could not. At last, tired out with searching, she fell asleep, and the pretty lost gown 

remained a mystery. 

 

During the next few days strange things happened. On the day following, one of Dolly’s 

stockings was gone; on the next, its mate; on the next, a pretty little velvet bonnet, and 

so on for a week. The strangest part of it was that something or somebody was bringing 

in little sticks of wood and cactus burrs and piling them up among the doll clothes. 

 

At the end of the week, Jack decided to solve the mystery. He said he was going to sit 

up all night and see what kind of a thing was coming into the tent so regularly. He didn’t 



do exactly what he intended to do, for by ten o’clock his eyelids grew too heavy and he 

was fast asleep in the vacant bunk which he had chosen for a hiding place. 
 

 
Patter, patter, patter; something was coming. Jack awoke with a start of expectation. 

There was no moon tonight, but he had left a candle burning in a distant corner. It was 

all he could do to keep back a chuckle when he saw a big gray rat dart across the floor 

with a good-sized twig in its mouth. Jack kept perfectly still, and the little fellow, not 

even seeing him, continued its way across the floor to the bunk on which sat Jack beside 

the doll clothes. It clawed its way up the side of the bunk, dropped the twig, then 

selected a soft, woolly skirt. Then it turned and scampered away through the door and 

out into the sagebrush. 

 

Jack gave a hearty laugh, and at once awakened the whole family and told them his 

story. 

 

“Of course,” said Father, “it was a trade rat. Why didn’t we think of that before? The hills 

are full of tiny holes where they burrow down and build their nests.” 

 

“But what about the twig?” asked Jack. 

 

“They always pay for what they take,” was the unexpected reply. “They are great fellows 

to steal both food and clothing, but they never take anything without replacing it with a 

cactus burr, a twig, a chip of wood, or something of the sort. They seem to think it 

wrong not to leave something in place of what they take.” 

 

“But what did they do with all my dolly’s clothes?” asked Mary. “Surely they can’t wear 

them.” 

 

“Indeed no, my dear little girl,” said Father, “but probably if you could find their nest, 

you would see them busy at work lining it with the soft, downy cloth in preparation for a 

family of little ones.” 

 

Mary talked and wondered about all these happenings, and you can imagine her delight 

when big Joe came running up to camp one day and told her he had found her rat’s 

nest. The men had been digging on a little hill preparing to build the foundation of an 

extra tent. The hill was covered with rat holes and gopher holes, and Joe lifted up a 

shovel full of adobe and underneath was a little cave all carefully lined with warm 

clothing. On the soft bed lay mother rat and six tiny little fellows with eyes just opened. 

They were peering around with a frightened look and giving shrill little squeaks of 

dismay. 

 

 

 



9.  Which statement summarizes the selection? 

a. Trade rats always take food and clothing, but never leave items. 

b. It is difficult to stay awake late at night when trying to solve a mystery about trade 

rats. 

c. With help from Mary, Jack discovers a rat’s nest made with items that were taken from 

their camp. 

d. A mystery is solved when trade rats are found exchanging items for warm clothing to 

line their nest. 

 

10.  As used in paragraph 3, what is the meaning of the word stealthily? 

a. with little sound 

b. with little thought 

c. with some assistance 

d. with much confusion 

 

11.  In paragraph 6, what is meant by “it looked like rain”? 

a. It was muddy outside. 

b. It was cloudy outside. 

c. It was flooding outside. 

d. It was lightning outside. 

 

12. Based on the selection, how does Jack feel about the night thief? 

a. annoyed 

b. interested 

c. startled 

d. worried 


